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Several contemporary groups, collectively termed Hindu reform movements or Hindu revivalism, strive to
introduce regeneration and reform to Hinduism, both in a religious or spiritual and in a societal sense.The
movements started appearing during the Bengali renaissance.. The religious aspect mostly emphasizes
Vedanta tradition and mystical interpretations of Hinduism ("Neo-Vedanta"), and the ...
Hindu reform movements - Wikipedia
A reform movement is a type of social movement that aims to bring a social or political system closer to the
community's ideal. A reform movement is distinguished from more radical social movements such as
revolutionary movements which reject those old ideals in the ideas are often grounded in liberalism, although
they may be rooted in socialist (specifically, social democratic) or religious ...
Reform movement - Wikipedia
Judicial Discipline Reform. A study of judges' unaccountability and consequent riskless wrongdoing; how to
expose it and bring about judicial reform
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